
Figure 2: Rotation curve of NGC 6503. The dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines are
the contributions of gas, disk and dark matter, respectively. From Ref. [50].

Rotation curves are usually obtained by combining observations of the 21cm
line with optical surface photometry. Observed rotation curves usually exhibit
a characteristic flat behavior at large distances, i.e. out towards, and even far
beyond, the edge of the visible disks (see a typical example in Fig. 2).

In Newtonian dynamics the circular velocity is expected to be

v(r) =

!
GM(r)

r
, (37)

where, as usual, M(r) ≡ 4π
"

ρ(r)r2dr, and ρ(r) is the mass density profile,
and should be falling ∝ 1/

√
r beyond the optical disc. The fact that v(r) is

approximately constant implies the existence of an halo with M(r) ∝ r and
ρ ∝ 1/r2.

Among the most interesting objects, from the point of view of the observa-
tion of rotation curves, are the so–called Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies,
which are probably everywhere dark matter-dominated, with the observed stel-
lar populations making only a small contribution to rotation curves. Such a
property is extremely important because it allows one to avoid the difficulties
associated with the deprojection and disentanglement of the dark and visible
contributions to the rotation curves.

Although there is a consensus about the shape of dark matter halos at large
distances, it is unclear whether galaxies present cuspy or shallow profiles in their
innermost regions, which is an issue of crucial importance for the effects we will
be discussing in the following chapters.

Using high–resolution data of 13 LSB galaxies, de Blok et al. [179] recently
showed, that the distribution of inner slopes, i.e. the power–law indices of the
density profile in the innermost part of the galaxies, suggests the presence of
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from Begemann, Broeils & Sanders, MNRAS 249, 523 (1991)

spiral galaxy example:

Fig. 2.— Rotation curve for our favorite models A1

(no exchange of angular momentum) and B1 (with the
exchange). Note that the dark matter dominates only
in the outer part of the Milky Way. Symbols show
observational data from HI measurements of Knapp et
al. (1985) (circles) and Kerr et al.(1986) (triangles).

tuning, our models are consistent with observa-
tions of the dynamical mass of the MW over this
huge range.

Finding an acceptable model for M31 was rel-
atively easy because there are much less data. In
particular, we do not have kinematic constraints

Fig. 3.— Mass distribution of the MW galaxy for
Model A1 (full curve) and model B1 (dashed curve).
The large dots with error bars are observational con-
straints. From small to large radii the constraints are
based on: stellar radial velocities and proper motions
in the galactic center; radial velocities of OH/IR stars;
modeling of the bar using DIRBE and stellar veloci-
ties; rotational velocity at the solar radius; dynamics
of satellites.

for the disk, which would be equivalent to con-
straints at the solar position in our Galaxy. Our
model seems to reproduce reasonably well the dy-
namical mass of M31 from 100 pc to ≈100 kpc.
Our model does not produce the very large wig-
gles exhibited by the observed rotation curve. The
wiggles at 5 kpc and 9 kpc are likely due to non-
circular motions induced by the bar and, thus, as
discussed before, cannot be reproduced by any ax-
isymmetric model. The bulge of M31 is almost
twice as massive as the bulge of our Galaxy. It
is also slightly (30%) more compact. The disk
of M31 is also more massive, but it is more ex-
tended. As a result, in the central 5 kpc of the
M31 the bulge is a much more dominant compo-
nent as compared with the bulge of our Galaxy.

The surface brightness profile in the R-band,
shown in figure 5, is used as an additional con-
straint. An accurate fit (the same as for the mass
modeling) is obtained for stellar mass-to-light ra-
tios of M/L = 0.93 M⊙/L⊙ and M/L = 3 M⊙/L⊙
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Milky Way:

from Klypin, Zhao & Sommerville, ApJ 573, 597 (2002)
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Fig. 2.— Histogram of the values of the inner power-law slope α of the mass density profiles presented in Fig. 1. We distinguish between
well-resolved (hatched histogram) and unresolved (blank histogram) galaxies. The unresolved galaxies generally have higher values of α.

Fig. 3.— Value of the inner slope α of the mass density profiles plotted against the radius of the innermost point. Black dots are from the
dBMR sample, stars are from the de Blok & Bosma (2001) sample, open circles represent the four LSB galaxies from the Verheijen (1997)
sample. Over-plotted are the theoretical slopes of a pseudo-isothermal halo model (dotted lines) with core radii of 0.5 (left-most), 1 (canter)
and 2 (right-most) kpc. The full line represents a NFW model (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996), the dashed line a CDM r−1.5 model (Moore
et al. 1999). Both of the latter models have parameters c = 8 and V200 = 100 km s−1, which were chosen to approximately fit the data points
in the lower part of the diagram.
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“Missing” dwarf galaxies found?
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Fig. 15.— Total mass-to-light ratios (in solar units) as a function of absolute magnitude for Local Group dwarf spheroidals. The red
symbols represent the ultra-faint dwarfs from this paper (including Leo T, which is not really a dSph, and UMa II, which may be tidally dis-
rupted, as an open red circle in the upper left). The open black squares represent all of the dSphs with previously-published kinematic data,
including satellites of M31 as well as the Milky Way. The dashed gray lines are curves of constant dark matter halo mass (1, 2, 4, 8×107 M⊙

from bottom to top), assuming a stellar mass-to-light ratio of 2.5 M⊙/L⊙,V . For the previously-known Milky Way dwarfs, we recomputed
luminosities from Irwin & Hatzidimitriou (1995) using the most up-to-date distance measurements, and then adjusted the mass-to-light ra-
tios from the literature accordingly. References for distance measurements are: Fornax (Saviane, Held, & Bertelli 2000; Mackey & Gilmore
2003; Gullieuszik et al. 2007), Leo I (Bellazzini et al. 2004), Sculptor (Mateo 1998), Leo II (Bellazzini, Gennari, & Ferraro 2005), Sextans
(Lee et al. 2003), Carina (Dall’Ora et al. 2003), Ursa Minor (Mighell & Burke 1999), and Draco (Bonanos et al. 2004). References for
M/L measurements are: Fornax (Walker et al. 2006a), Leo I (Sohn et al. 2007; Koch et al. 2007a), Sculptor (Westfall et al. 2006), Leo II
(Koch et al. 2007b), Sextans (Walker et al. 2006b), Carina (Muñoz et al. 2006a), Ursa Minor (Wu 2007), Draco (!Lokas, Mamon, & Prada
2005), And II (Côté et al. 1999), Cetus (Lewis et al. 2007), And IX (Chapman et al. 2005), And XIV (Majewski et al. 2007), and Boötes
(Muñoz et al. 2006b).

dark matter velocity dispersion is expected to be larger
than the stellar velocity dispersion, so the Q values we de-
rive are upper limits on the true Q values for these galax-
ies. Nevertheless, these Q values will further restrict the
allowed parameter space for Warm Dark Matter parti-
cles, and may have an impact on the meta-CDM scenario
proposed by Strigari, Kaplinghat, & Bullock (2007a).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained Keck/DEIMOS spectra of significant
samples of stars in 8 of the new, ultra-faint Milky Way
satellite galaxies recently discovered in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey. Using a large spectroscopic data set of radial
velocity standard stars observed with DEIMOS, repeat
DEIMOS measurements of stars in dwarf spheroidals and
globular clusters, and DEIMOS and HIRES spectra of
the same stars, we demonstrated that both our velocity

measurements and our derived uncertainties are accu-
rate. We then measured the velocities of 18−214 stars in
each galaxy, with typical uncertainties of ∼ 3.4 km s−1.

From our measurements of individual stellar velocities,
we calculated velocity dispersions for each of the ultra-
faint dwarfs. The velocity dispersions, which are listed
in Table 3, range from 3.3 ± 1.7 km s−1 for Leo IV up
to 7.6 ± 0.4 km s−1 for CVn I, and we showed that the
velocity dispersions are correlated with luminosity (in-
versely correlated with absolute magnitude). Under a set
of simple assumptions, we calculated the total masses of
the ultra-faint dwarfs, finding that these objects are the
lowest-mass galaxies currently known. From the equiv-
alent widths of the Ca triplet absorption lines we mea-
sured the metallicities of the red giant branch stars in the
new dwarfs and derived mean metallicities ranging from
[Fe/H] = −2.0 to [Fe/H] = −2.3; several of these galaxies

High mass-to-light ratios for dwarf galaxies:



[see “Rich Clusters of Galaxies,” by
Paul Gorenstein and Wallace Tucker;
Scientific American, November 1978].

Since the early 1970s, the x-ray emis-
sion has been scrutinized by other satel-
lites, such as the Einstein X-Ray Obser-
vatory, the Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT)
and the Advanced Satellite for Cosmol-
ogy and Astrophysics (ASCA). Our own
research mainly uses ROSAT. The first
x-ray telescope to record images of the
entire sky, ROSAT is well suited for ob-
servations of large diffuse objects such
as clusters and is now engaged in mak-
ing detailed images of these regions.
With this new technology, astronomers
have extended the discoveries of Mes-
sier, Zwicky and the other pioneers.

When viewed in x-rays, the Coma
cluster has a mostly regular shape with
a few lumps [see left illustration on page
56]. These lumps appear to be groups
of galaxies—that is, miniature clusters.

One lump to the southwest is moving
into the main body of the cluster, where
other lumps already reside. Virgo, by
comparison, has an amorphous shape.
Although it has regions of extra x-ray
emission, these bright spots are coming
from some of the Messier galaxies rath-
er than from clumps of gas [see right il-
lustration on page 56]. Only the core
region in the northern part of Virgo has
a nearly symmetrical structure.

Such x-ray images have led astrono-
mers to conclude that clusters form from
the merger of groups. The lumps in the
main body of the Coma cluster presum-
ably represent groups that have already
been drawn in but have not yet been
fully assimilated. Virgo seems to be in
an even earlier stage of formation. It is
still pulling in surrounding material and,
at the current rate of progress, will look
like Coma after a few billion years. This
dynamic view of clusters gobbling up

and digesting nearby matter is in stark
contrast to the static view that astron-
omers held just a few years ago.

Taking Their Temperature

Ever since astronomers obtained the
first good x-ray images in the early

1980s, they have wanted to measure
the variation of gas temperature across
clusters. But making these measurements
is substantially more difficult than mak-
ing images, because it requires an anal-
ysis of the x-ray spectrum for each point
in the cluster. Only in 1994 did the first
temperature maps appear.

The maps have proved that the for-
mation of clusters is a violent process.
Images of the cluster Abell 2256, for
example, show that x-ray emission has
not one but rather two peaks. The
western peak is slightly flattened, sug-
gesting that a group slamming into the
main cluster has swept up material just
as a snowplow does. A temperature
map supports this interpretation [see il-
lustration on opposite page]. The west-
ern peak, it turns out, is comparatively
cool; its temperature is characteristic of
the gas in a group of galaxies. Because
groups are smaller than clusters, the
gravitational forces within them are
weaker; therefore, the speed of the gas
molecules within them—that is, their
temperature—is lower. A typical group
is 50 trillion times as massive as the sun
and has a temperature of 10 million de-
grees C. By comparison, a typical clus-
ter weighs 1,000 trillion suns and regis-
ters a temperature of 75 million degrees
C; the heaviest known cluster is five
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ABSORPTION OF GALAXY GROUP allows a cluster to grow to
colossal size. Pulled in by gravity, the group slams into the cluster,
pushing gas out the sides. The galaxies themselves pass through the

cluster, their progress unimpeded by the tenuous gas. Eventually
the galaxies and gas mix together, forming a unified cluster that
continues to draw in other groups until no more are to be found.
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COMA CLUSTER looks different in visible light (left) and in x-rays (right). In visible
light, it appears to be just an assemblage of galaxies. But in x-rays, it is a gargantuan
ball of hot gas some five million light-years across.
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Gravitational lensing

Hubble view of CL0024+1654

Image courtes: NASM, NASA (from LSST webpage)



The bullet cluster 
in visible light and 
in X-ray(red):

X-ray image along with 
gravitational potential 
(determined by 
gravitational lensing)

Clowe et al., ApJ Lett. 648, L109 (2006)


